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Supporting documentation – Invoice

This memo is to define the procedures for when a Bruinbuy generated generic invoice is received as
supporting documentation for expenditures that departments request to be included in the budget
period but which are posted to the general ledger after the budget end date or that are not yet posted
at the time of reporting (interim annual) or closing (final). Note that for interim annual reporting, the
referenced procedures are applicable to the awards with carry forward restriction only. For the awards
with automatic carry forward, only the expenditures that are posted to the general ledger for the
budget period will be reported without an exception.
EFM considers a Bruinbuy generated generic invoice (see the attached for a sample) as appropriate
supporting documentation only when the following conditions are met:
• Department provides a statement in the comments section of the RAPID closeout packet that
the goods/services were delivered/rendered during the budget period and directly benefited
the project.
• Amount per invoice agrees to expense amount posted to the general ledger or encumbered.
The decision is made based on the following assumptions:
• Department is to have appropriate documentation in file to support the statement provided in
the RAPID closeout packet: the goods/services were delivered/rendered during the budget
period to support the project. Appropriate documentation might include the packing slip which
is evidence of delivery and receipt of supply prior to budget end date.
• AP office is to have the original invoice on file.
Please communicate the following assumptions with the department as necessary to clarify the
responsibilities of the department and those of EFM. It is critical that the appropriate supporting
documentation is in place in the event of the audit.
NOTE:
An invoice date can be outside the budget period end date depending on when a vendor processes an
invoice. Most time, vendors would process an invoice as they ship the products but it’s possible that an
invoice can be processed later for various reasons. This would not be unusual especially for the service
contract. That being said, EFM will take the department’s statements in RAPID closeout tool expecting
them to have appropriate documentation in place.
EFM will verify only the amount of the invoice to the general ledger but will not verify the period of
expenses to any other documents but take the department statement provided in the RAPID closeout
packet.

